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Al_tract

Three potential methods for measuring the surface tritium content of
the _ vacuum vessel are described, each based on a different technique
for measuring the in situ beta emission from tritium, These methods
should be able to provide both a local and a global a¢_e_ment of the tritium
content within the top =lt_m of the inner wall surface.
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Locatingand recyclingunburnedtritiumfuelfrom theinnerwallsof
DT tokamakslikeTFTR, JET and ITER isimportantsincetritiumisscarce
and expensive,and sinceitsin-vesselinventoryneedstobe minimizedfor
radiological safety reasons. In this paper we describe three potential
techniques for in s_tu measurements of the tritium residing on the inner
surface layer of TFTR tokamak vacuum vessel wall.

Tritium produced from DD reactions has already been measured on
graphite wail tiles remnved from TFTR, JET and other tokamaks by
countingthe tritiumbeta emissionusing a PIN diodeor chauneltron
detector[l].Beta emissionfrom tritiumimplantedin surfaceshas also
been measured by usinga proximity-coupledphosphorscreenand image
intensifier[2],and by focusingthe secondaryelectronscreatedby tritium
betasusing an electrostaticlens[3].These methods are excellent for
determiningthe surfacetritiumconcentrationofsamples removed from
thetokamak,but theycannot(yet)be usedinTFTR sincethetritia_edwall
tilescannotberemovedbeforetheDT runisover.

Ideally,spatiallyresolvedand globalmeasurements ofthesurface
tritiumcontaminationshouldbe made insidetheTFTR vacuum vesselboth
duringthe DT experimentalrun and the subsequenttritiumclean-up
campaign. Strongspatialnon-uniformitiesofthe tritiumconcentration

,canbe an3_l_atedbasedon previousretentionmeasurementsofdeuterium
. f--_-_ m TFq_[4T)and tritium in J_-F_f ......example;....hi-glie-r....tr-iti_im--"L_''J

LJ _:_---j co_---ncimtra-'h'-Ensare expected on the_£i_er carbon bumper llmitvr (which) contactstheplasma)thanon therecessedmetalwalls.

The betasemittedby tritiumdecayhavea broadFermi spectrumwith

a maximum energy of-18 keV and an average energy of 6.6 keV. Si_c_ethe___ _-'?
maximum range of monoenergetic tritium betas in carbon is -3 _t_6_-ai-1
tritium measurements made using beta detection are restricted to tidtium
within a surface layer =lttm thick. Therefore, these measurements provide
a lower limit to the tritium inventory inside the vessel.

The tritium inventory inside the TFTR vessel is expected to be <_2x104
Ci, depending on the tritium retention fraction and the number of neutral
beam heated DT discharges. Assuming for the moment that all of this
tritium lieswithin-_I_m ofsurface,and thatthe tritiumisdistributed
uniformlyoverthevesselareaof_I06cm2,theaveragedbetaemissionrat_
shouldbe ._108bctas/cm2-sec,which correspondsto a currentof=10-zl
amps/cm 2 ora power of-10-7 watts/era2. Spatialnon-uniformitiesare
likelytocausethisratetovaryby atleas_an orderofmagnitudearoundthis
averagevalue.

Ap61 26, 1994
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L _ta Detector wlthMagn_c Steering

The principle of this method is illustrated in Fig. 1. ,4.beta detector is
inserted into the bottom of the vessel at the end of a movable probe drive.
The horizontal and vertical magnetic fields of the normal tokamak are
applied without a plasma and without any filling gas present. The betas
emitted from the wall are "steered" by the magnetic field onto the probe
head, allowing the area examined to be scanned polo_dally and possibly
toroidally (with an additional toroidal field component).

The betas emitted at _e wall will spiral around the magnetic field
and travel freely along the magnetic field toward the detector. The spatial
resolution at the wall will be determined by the Larmor radius of the l'_ c/
electrons in the applied magnetic field. The gymradius p of a_ _ /o
with a pitch angle _( with respect to a magnetic field B is p(cm) - 3.4(100

,Gauss/B) sin _. Thus the viewing area at:'t_=100 G is a_out 2p=6 cm, which
is suitable for examination of the _2 m high inner bumper limiter. The
available magnetic field range of 10-100 Gauss can bc scanned during a
standard TI_R shot cycle time o£ =8 sec to create a map of the tritium
concentration along the surface of the inner bumper limiter.

The design o£ a prototype detector and probe "head" for use in Tlf£R
is shown in Fig. 2. The aperture has a large solid angle (_-2x str) to collect
betas over the widest possible range of pitch angles. A biasable mesh grid
over the aperture is used to repel low energy (gl00 eV) secondary electrons,
which may be made in the passage though the wall[3]. The first prototype
detector will be an Amptektron channel electron multiplier with a built in
high voltage power supply and pulse terming electronics[8]. This detector
has no intrinsic energy resolution, so for the initial experiments the pulse
slgnah will be converted izlto an analog signal with a time resolution _1
msec and recorded with a transient digitizer. Later iterations may be made
using a PIN diode detector, which has good energy resolutlon[l].

The expected beta flux steered toward this detector should depend
only weakly on the magnetic field strength, since the magnetic fields will
not focus or defocus the beta stream. However, the beta flux through the
aperture will depend on the ratio of the electron gyroradius 9 to the
aperture diameter "d", the aperture solid angle O, and the angle of the field

line. For the first TFTR prototype with d_0.1 cm<<p and g2~2x, the collected
beta flux per unit aperm_ area should be similar to that emitted directly at
the wall area magnetically connected to the detect_r.

Thus the expected count rate in this detector is =106 counts/sec for
dr0.1 cm, which is near the limit for pulse counting. This detector has
already been bench-tested using a small tritium beta source, which for
calibration purposes can be mounted onto the probe head itself or near the
detector in its retracted position in the shielded basement area. An
additional in situ calibration may be obtained by in_roducing a low pressure

^_l z6,_e4
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of tritium gas into the vessel while the magnetic fields are pointed into an
area of low tritium beta emission; for example, a tritium gas level of-100 Ci
at a pressure of _<10-4tort should be readily detectable.

This mcthod would mainly be useful fvr determining the spatial
distribution of the tritium on the wall, rather than the total tritium
inventory in the vessel. The need to integrate these local signals over the
whole wall area would most likely introduce at least a factor of two
uncertainty in the total inventory measurement.

IL Beta Detection Using TFrR as an Ionization Chamber

Perhaps the method most likely to provide an accurate measurement
of the total surface tritium inventory is based on an ionization chamber[7],
which is the operating principle of most commercial tritium detectors. An
ionization chamber works by collecting the electron/ion pairs mad_ by any
ionizing radiation in passing through a neutral gas; typically the ionization
rate is-30-40 eV/ion, i.e.-200 ions/tritium beta. Tritium ionization
chambers generally measure the small current (-1 pA/_Ci) drawn between
biased walls (-10-20 volts) of a small chamber (=1000 era3) filled with
gas at near atmospheric pressure. _-- _.'_'-,-._ _,_:/ ......

Ideally, the TFTR vacuum vessel could be made into a large
ionization chamber by biasing an electrode attached to a probe head similar
to that in Fig. 1. The vacuum chamber would be filled with a standard
tokamak gas such as deuterium to a pressure just large enough to stop the
tritium betas, i,e. -10 Tort, in order to rn;n_m_ze both the gas load on the
tritium recovery system and the ionization produced by background
radiation. The expected ionization current would be -10 "3 amps for a
tritium inventory of =1000 Ci, which is easily measurable.

The bias voltage should be large enough to prevent recombination or
diffusion of the ions, but small enough to avoid gas multiplication (to
simplify calibration). The appropriate voltage depends on the type and
pressure of the gas and on the chamber geometry[8], but is likely to be in the
range of =10-100 volts. The current vs. voltage characteristic of the Trrl_
chamber will be measured directly to identify the plateau region
characteristic of an ionization chamber.

This ionization current would be a simple measure of the total
tritium content within the l_m surface of the vessel, and could be
calibrated with samples of tritium gas as discussed in Sec. II. However, it
is not clear that all of the tritium beta ionization would be collected by this
electrode due to possible diffusion or recombination, to the small residual
magnetic field inside the vessel (=10 Gauss), and/or to the geometry of the
vessel. It would therefore be useful to have several electrodes at different
locations and with different geometries to cross-check this measurement.

^_1 _, z994
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HI. FxalntUlator Detector Using a Filling Gas

A thirdpossiblemethod tomeasuretritiuminsideTFTR wouldbe to
fillthechamberwitha scintillatinggasand observethelightemissionwith
discretedetectorsor TV cameras, This techniquecouldprovidegood
spatialresolutionifthepressurewas raisedhighenough,e.g.thetritium
betarangeis=1 cm in deuteriumatatmosphericpressure.Scintillation
lightemissionfrom tritiumhersdecayin solidphosphors£sused in exit
signs(-20Ci)and watchdials(_0.2Ci).

The scintillationprocessesin gasesisdue to molecularexcitation
and subsequentphotonemission.The efficiencyishighestforinertgases
and increaseswith theiratomicnumber; forexample,He and Ar make
=1000photonsper4.7MeV alphaatatmosphericpressure[9].Noblegases
emit predominantlyin the ultraviolet=300-400nm, but a small% of
nitrogenmixed with a noblegas can shift,itsemissionpartiallyintothe
visible.Thisefficiencyis=0.1%forconversionofalphaeparr2cleenergyinto
photons,and ispresumablysimilarforbetas.

Thus the betasemittedfrom =1000 Ci oftritiuminsidethe vessel

would produceat least_10 mW ofUV light,or =10-8watts/era2,when
stoppingin a scintillatinggas. Thisisa smallbut measurablelevel;for
example,an intensifiedCCD camerahas a thresholdsensitivityof_3x10"7

lux,or_5x10"t4watts/cm2.whichshouldbe able_image a pointsourceof
10-9wattsat a distanceofI m. For use wlth_UV thecamera mightbe

_-_2jsedwitha_[_uresc_ UV-visibteconverterjustoutsidea vacuum window
_-7_' - priortoimaging_-VariousexistingTFTR diagnosticsshouldalsobe ableto

measure thislightlevelon discretechords.Ifthe tritiumbeta emission
lightistoolow to be seen,the emissionlevelcouldbe increasedby gas
multiplication,althoughprobablywitha lossofspatialresolution[10].--©

IV. Radiation Backgrounds Inside the TFTR Vessel

Meagurements of tritium beta decay activity inside the TFTR vessel
must take ir_toaccount the background due to the decay of residual
radioactivityin thetokamak structurecausedby theDT neutrons[l1].The
primaryresidualdecayproductinsidethevesselisS-rays,which have a
broadenergyspectrumwitha maximum --100keV,witha peak energy_<3
MeV dependingon coolingtimes.The total_-rayfluxinsidethe vessel1

day aftera seriesofDT dischargesproducing=I0Isneutronsiscalculatedto
be-_2x10s _'/cmS-sec,butis=10 timeslessthanthisaftertmonth ofcooling.
Measurementsofthedoserateouts£dethevessel-1-2months aftera recent
seriesof DT dischargesproducing-,2x1019neutronsshow a levelof-35
mrem/hr, or equivalently=2x104MeV/cm2-sec,whichisconsistentwith
thesecalculations.

Apn! 2s. I_4
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These _'-rays can interact directly with a detector to produce
background counts; however, the probability of such a direct interaction is
low. For example, for the Amptektron detector the probability of counting
an _2 keV x-ray is _-2-3%[6] and decreases with increased energy, so this
background should be small compared to the estimated beta count rate of
,,105-106 sec "1, even at the end of the DT run (_<,Sx1020neutrons). Similarly,
the direct Y-ray background in the gas filled methods should be small due
to the low ionization rate of the high energy gammas.

Activation _'-rays can also produce fast electrons on the inside
surface of the vessel due to Compton scattering or the photoelectric effect,
and non-tritium beta decays may also occur in the surface materials of the
wall. The effective probability for creating Compton electrons is relatively
small,e.g.<.03 electrons/Yin carbon. The photoelectriceffectis more

efficientin creatingelectronsat low _"energy,but tl_eprpbabilityoflow
energy electronsescapingfrom the inner surfaceof the vesselissmaller.
Non-tritium beta decays should be negligiblefor the carbon inner wall
where most ofthe tritiumbetasare expected,but some higherenergybetas
may come from decay ofactivationproductsinthe metallicwallsurfacesat
otherpoloidalanglos.

V. Tritium Below the Surface Layer

Allthe tritiumbetadecay measurements dcscrlbedabove arelimited
toa surfacelayer_1 pm thickfrom which tritiumbetas can escape. Since
the tokamak wall can be eroded and co-depositedover a greaterdepth,
depending on the number of high powered discharges,itwould also be
usefulto make in situ measurements of the this sub-surfacetritium.

Previoussurfaceanalysis[4-5]suggeststhat=50-90% ofthe tritiumin the
TFTR wall may_IT_entually residein thissub-surfaceco-depositedlayer
by theend oftheDT run.

Sub-surface tritium could be potentially be meagured by a controlled
evaporation of a selected surface layer, e.g. by the laser blow-off method.
The tritium released could be n_easured b_methods above, or

the presenceo£an " -_°Vossibly by spectroscop{c m_ms[12] in - o_-p-]asma. _ _J- / '/_ ....-
,I t"., ,.i L,C_.J ) _ ._ S Y

For the particular application of evaluating the tritium inventory
inside the TFTR vessel during the post-DT cleanup campaign, it may be
sufficient to monitor the surface tritium levels to show that they are
diminished substantially from its level at the end of the DT run, e.g. by a
cleanup campaign with HeO glow discharges. After this period the extent
of sub-surface tritium will also be evaluated by removing small samples of

wall material fo_hx situ analysis.

Atoll 26, 1994
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Figu_ Captions

1) SchematicviewoftheTFTR vacuum vesselillustra_i_gmagne_c
steeringoftril,ium betasemittedfromtheinnerwallontoa removablebeta
detector.The appliedhorizontaland verticalmagneticficldsof=I00 G.can
be scannedtoforma map ofthesurfacetritiumon thevesselinnerwall.A
similarprobemechanism couldbeusedwitha biasedelectrodetomeasure
theionizationcurrentmade by thetritiumbetasina neutralfillinggas.

2) Detectorgeometryusedforbetadetectionwithmagneticsteering.The
Amptektronchan_eltrondetector_ count_10keV betaswithhigh
efficiencyup toa rateof=106counts/sec.The biasedgridisusedto
suppresssecondaryelectronsemittedfromthewall,and theapertureis
usedtolimitthebetacountrate.
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